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With DG MSP we achieved our phase one data protection 
objectives in less than 120 days. No other vendor we 
considered was even talking in the same terms.

–Mike Ring, Senior IT Manager, Threat and Solution Architect, Jabil

Data Loss Prevention is a proven way to protect your crown jewels 
such as your core intellectual property. But without specialized 
experts with right experience, DLP deployments can often take long 
to get meaningful results. 

Our managed services team takes care of the “heavy lifting” of 
endpoint DLP: hosting, setup, ongoing monitoring, analyzing, tuning 
and maintenance. Our MSP customers repeatedly tell us that they 
were able to improve their data visibility and data security risk 
posture faster than they ever could have done by themselves, or with 
any other vendor.

OUR SERVICE CAN:
• Discover where sensitive data is located, how it flows and where 

it’s at risk
• Create detailed classification and usage policies 
• Enforce DLP policies across all egress channels
• Iterate and improve security policies and procedures

GET FASTER TIME TO VALUE WITH DATA LOSS PREVENTION AS A 
SERVICE

WHAT YOU GET

Managed Security Program for
Data Loss Prevention

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

FULLY MANAGED DLP INFRASTRUCTURE
Implementation and management of your Endpoint DLP infrastructure

CONTEXT 1ST CLASSIFICATION
Automated data discovery and classification begins protecting your data on day 1

FULL DATA VISIBILITY
Visibility into your actual data flows informs your security strategy

ALERTING AND INCIDENT ESCALATION
Our team of experts watch for events that put your data at risk and take action

LIVE AND CONFIGURABLE REPORTING DASHBOARD
Monthly expert risk analysis to assess, iterate and improve your data protection policies and procedures

ONGOING IMPROVEMENT OF YOUR SECURITY POSTURE
Monthly expert risk analysis to assess, iterate and improve your data protection policies and procedures



Digital Guardian is the only data aware security platform designed 
to stop data theft. The Digital Guardian platform performs across 
traditional endpoints, mobile devices and cloud applications to make 
it easier to see and stop all threats to sensitive data. For more than 
10 years we’ve enabled data-rich organizations to protect their most 

valuable assets with an on premise deployment or an outsourced 
managed security program (MSP). Our unique data awareness and 
transformative endpoint visibility, combined with behavioral threat 
detection and response, let you protect data without slowing the 
pace of your business.
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For more information, visit 
www.digitalguardian.com

DIGITAL GUARDIAN’S INSIGHT DRIVEN FRAMEWORK FOR DLP

INSIGHT BUILD EDUCATE ACT ASSESS

Our MSP deploys 
context-based 
Endpoint DLP to 
give you insight 
into how sensitive 
data is actually 
being accessed, 
stored, and used 
within your 
organization.

Our MSP 
team creates 
classification and 
policies based on 
the data visibility.

Employees are 
your biggest risk. 
Our DLP solution 
prevents user 
actions that put 
your organizations. 
Sensitive data at 
risk and educates 
users in real time 
on the appropriate 
handling of that 
data.

Where 
appropriate, our 
MSP team sets 
up rules to block 
user actions and 
encrypt data for 
the ultimate data 
protection.

You can’t improve 
what you don’t 
measure. Our MSP 
for DLP provides 
a mechanism 
to continuously 
assess, iterate and 
improve security 
policies and 
procedures.

ABOUT DIGITAL GUARDIAN’S MANAGED SECURITY PROGRAMS

Digital Guardian’s Managed Security Programs (MSP) act as a remote extension of your team and offers data protection as managed service. 
Our security experts will host, administer and run your data security platform. These 24/7 global analyst teams that live, eat, and breathe 
data protection will help you contain insider and outsider threats before sensitive data gets out of your organization. Data loss prevention, 
advanced threat protection or compliance, we’ve got you covered. 
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